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Tips for photographing the fall colors
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As summer turns into fall, the days get shorter and the nights get longer. T-shirts are replaced for scarves
and coats. Many people begin to crave for much quieter days ny staying at home and cuddling up, slowly
awaiting the arrival of winter.
But not us photographers, because we know that autumn is the most photogenic of the seasons: Uniform
green trees turn into a thousand shades of red, brown and yellow. Misty mornings immerse the landscape
in a mystical environment.
But how do we capture the liveliness of it? How do you go home with beautiful pictures? A typical problem
faced with photography in autumn is not being able to project the colours and atmosphere in the images,
as they turn out to be dull and flat. That's what I'm going to help with in this article. You will learn how to
take great pictures of this wonderful season and improve the atmosphere.

#1 Photograph during the golden hour
The first tip is not just in the fall. In fact, it is a valuable piece of advice for landscape photography in
general: Use the golden hour.
The landscape lights up when the sun is low during the hours of sunrise and sunset, resulting in a
picturesque, soft glow. This often gives the bright colors a wonderfully soft effect, as it is filtered by the
particles in the atmosphere and can thereby dramatically improve the atmosphere.
The disadvantage is that you have to get up at dawn to catch the right light.
But the beauty of the fall season is that the sunrise comes later at this time of the year, especially when the
clocks are set back at the end of October. So it's not so hard to get out of bed, as in the summer months.
The sun stays in the sky longer, so the golden hour lasts a bit longer at the same time.
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Photograph with the sun behind you, to illuminate the landscape (trees, mountains, lake, etc.), to capture
shadow plays. This bring a dramatic mood into the picture.
It is extremely useful to use gray gradient filters to correctly map the large dynamic range. As the sky
shines much brighter than the landscape, it inevitably causes exposure problems. Alternatively, you can
make two exposures, one for the landscape and one for the sky, and then put together in Photoshop.
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How this technique works, i explain in another example in my blog post "The Bridge of Light". The principle
is the same and you can read it in the following link and of course i hope that it will help you:
https://fabiocrudele-photography.com/die-lichtbruecke/

#2 Fog and cloudy days can be awesome
Here in Switzerland, as in many other places, autumn is not a season in which you can expect sunshine
every day. The days are getting shorter and the weather is changing fast. This usually means a lot of rain,
fog and gray days. These are conditions that leave many at home, but I think that's a big mistake. It is the
changing weather that is special at this time of the year. So why not try to photograph it?
In the early autumn, cold nights are often followed by warm days, and this large temperature fluctuation
provides ideal conditions for mist formation. As the night air cools, the moisture contained therein
condenses and forms low-lying fog structures with increasing temperature.
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But it's still hard to predict when the conditions are just right for fog to form where and how thick it will be.
A cool clear night followed by a warm morning is a good indicator of fog formation.
The mist reveals an incredible atmosphere at sunrise, but soon it begins to evaporate and dissipate,
limiting the window of opportunity and force you to act quickly before the spectacle ends. It is best to
position yourself at an elevated position. Photographing in a valley, with trees or castle ruins rising out of
the fog, works just as well as photographing over low-lying fields of foliage and distant hills that break
through the fog. Mist often forms over large bodies of water, so that the lakes and ponds find a good
starting position.
You'll need a tripod as you shoot in the dawn light with slow shutter speeds. A larger focal length, such as a
telephoto of 70-200 mm, compresses the perspective and emphasizes the effect of the fog.
Even forests are ideal for cloudy or foggy days. Depending on the density of the fog, it can create a very
mystical and sometimes threatening mood.
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#3 Use the Natural Frame
The natural frame is one of the strongest compositional techniques and in the fall the possibilities are
endless. Search for branches, leaves, trees or other natural elements that determine your main theme. In
this way, you can highlight the main spot of your image, while the natural frame emphasizes the spot.
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The use of a natural framework for landscape photography can be a powerful way of creating a stronger
composition that naturally guides the viewer's eye through the image. Personally, I prefer a natural setting
when there is either too much open space in the sky or a lack of interesting foreground.

The natural frame helps direct the viewer's gaze to the main subject. I find it easier to implement this
technique when using a telephoto zoom, or at least 50mm. Still, it does work with a wide-angle lens, but
it's often harder to find efficient images, and the depth of field does not have the same effect.
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#4 Work with direct Sunlight
I would like to point out right away that this tip is more of a general guideline, as there are many great
autumn pictures taken directly in the sun. Due to the harsh daylight, however, it is advisable not to
photograph directly in the sun in most scenarios, although it is better forgiven at sunrise or sunset.
One of the main challenges when taking pictures directly into the sun is that the foreground is mostly
underexposed, which means you need to take several exposures and merge them together in post
production.
One of the first lessons we learn in photography is shooting the sun over one shoulder to brighten up the
subject, but the lower and weaker fall light is just the opposite.
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It is especially effective with autumnal leaves. As they discolour, they also become more translucent, so
that the sunlight reveals and shines through its structure. Alternatively, a more wide-angle shot of the
forest, which filters sunlight through the tree trunks, can work well.
You can also start taking photos later in the morning or afternoon when the sun is still high enough to
provide a strong backlight. It should always be noted that even in bright sunlight, nevertheless, a nice
mood in the autumn can be photographed, since the sun is much lower in this season than in summer.

#5 Apply a warm White Balance
Another way to make more colors is to add more warmth to white balance. Auto white balance will try to
neutralize colors, which we do not necessarily want.
Increase your white balance by using a warmer Kelvin (K 6000), but be careful not to overdo it. Too high a
Kelvin leads to a global and unnatural color cast.
Alternatively, the various semi-automatic presets (eg cloudy and sunny) can be sampled to see if you
prefer one.
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#6 Autumn Portraits
Portraits in the surrounding fall dress are of course blessed with incredible light as well as landscapes.
Whether models, families, children or even wedding couples. With the low sun in the afternoon, you can
realize a wonderfully exposed shot, without any flash or reflectors.
Here, too, the forest is an excellent place to watch as the sun shines through the branches, throwing the
leaves into the air, giving it a sense of fun and movement. It also gives people who are less likely to be in
front of the camera to do something and helps to avoid a "cramped" attitude. The best option is AV mode.
To do this, open the aperture as far as possible (f 2.8) and make sure to focus on the face of the model.
With a wide open aperture you can reach the background and if necessary the foreground gets a nice
bokeh-effect and breathes a spatial depth into the whole picture.
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Shots from further back or with a short telephoto lens additionally amplify the effect. In the autumn
sunlight this should give a shutter speed of about 1/200 seconds, which is sufficient to freeze the falling
leaves, even if a bit of motion blur can add a good dose of momentum.
It's best to switch to continuous shooting to make sure you get the best moments. Always focus on the
focus point on the model's face.

#7 Search for Details
My last tip for the colors of autumn is to look for details. Take time to inspect the location, carefully explore
the surroundings and look for interesting things that stand out in your eye. Maybe it's a red leaf in a small
puddle, reflections of a tree, or even a colorful group of colorful trees.
Let go of the wide-angle lens in your camera bag and use a tele zoom or macro lens instead.
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I hope I could help you a bit with this little e-book and can only continue to advise you to go out and
practice, practice, practice!
In any case, in my workshop it is already an integral part to learn these techniques and to prepare the eye
for these incredibly important details. So also like to visit my homepage and my offers and also to get more
free ebooks.
I am looking forward to your message and until then ...

Love & Peace
Fabio

